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Sterile neutrinos, that is, fermions singlet under the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$SU(3)\times SU(2)\times U(1)$$\end{document}$ gauge symmetry, are a very well-motivated extension of the standard model (SM). On the theoretical side, they are a prediction of left-right symmetric theories, they allow to gauge $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$B-L$$\end{document}$ by removing its anomaly and they are necessary in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$SO(10)$$\end{document}$ grand unification. On the phenomenological side, they provide a non-vanishing mass to the active SM neutrinos, they allow to realize baryogenesis via leptogenesis, and they are also a viable candidate for dark matter, as long as their mass lies in the keV range. In that case, they are naturally long-lived so that, unlike dark matter candidates at the electroweak scale, no additional symmetries are required to stabilize them. Thus, sterile neutrinos can provide a simple solution to the three open problems of the SM: neutrino masses, the baryon asymmetry, and the dark matter.

The minimal model addressing these three issues requires one sterile neutrino $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$N_1$$\end{document}$ at the keV scale as dark matter candidate \[[@CR1]\], and two additional sterile neutrinos $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$N_{2,3}$$\end{document}$ for leptogenesis, which is induced either by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$N$$\end{document}$-decays, for sterile neutrino masses above the TeV scale \[[@CR2]\], or by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$N$$\end{document}$-oscillations, for sterile neutrino masses at the GeV scale \[[@CR3], [@CR4]\]. Light active neutrino masses are easily generated, via the seesaw mechanism, provided the sterile neutrino masses are significantly larger than about $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$1$$\end{document}$ eV. Thus, one may argue that no new physics is needed above the electroweak scale to explain neutrino masses, baryogenesis, and dark matter, defining the so-called "$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\nu $$\end{document}$MSM) \[[@CR5]\]. Such a model is undoubtedly economical and very predictive, by reason of the small number of degrees of freedom it contains, but it is also strongly constrained. Present experiments, in fact, already exclude the minimal scenario for sterile neutrino dark matter within the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\nu $$\end{document}$MSM \[[@CR6]\]. In the region of mass and mixing angle compatible with current observations, in particular the X-ray bounds \[[@CR7]--[@CR9]\] and the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathrm {Ly}_\alpha $$\end{document}$ forest data \[[@CR10]--[@CR12]\], one cannot produce a large enough population of sterile neutrinos from standard active-sterile oscillations \[[@CR1]\]. The only way out within the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\nu $$\end{document}$MSM is to generate the dark matter neutrinos via resonant active-sterile oscillations triggered by large initial lepton asymmetries \[[@CR13], [@CR14]\], but that mechanism requires a high degree of fine-tuning \[[@CR6], [@CR15]\]. In addition, leptogenesis via $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\nu $$\end{document}$MSM also requires a significant tuning of parameters, in particular a strong mass degeneracy between $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$N_3$$\end{document}$ \[[@CR6]\].

It is important, therefore, to consider alternative ways of realizing leptogenesis and producing sterile neutrinos within extensions of the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\nu $$\end{document}$MSM. Indeed, most extensions of the SM that are theoretically well-motivated contain new degrees of freedom beside the sterile neutrinos, which may modify significantly the phenomenology of the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\nu $$\end{document}$MSM. For leptogenesis, the required tuning of parameters can be released by introducing a second Higgs doublet, as recently studied in \[[@CR16]\]. Regarding dark matter, several other possibilities have been considered for the production of the sterile neutrinos. They include the production through inflaton decay \[[@CR17]--[@CR19]\], thermal overproduction followed by entropy dilution \[[@CR20]\], and the production via the decays of either a neutral scalar in thermal equilibrium \[[@CR21]\], or a frozen-in neutral scalar \[[@CR22]\].

In this paper we advocate an extension of the SM by three sterile neutrinos, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$N_i$$\end{document}$, plus a charged scalar, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\delta ^+$$\end{document}$, both of which are naturally present in left-right symmetric or unified extensions of the SM \[[@CR23]\]. The charged scalar interacts with SM leptons, both doublets and singlets, and with sterile neutrinos, and its mass can be as low as allowed by current collider bounds---about $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\delta ^+$$\end{document}$ modifies the dark matter phenomenology, enables new realizations of baryogenesis, and gives rise to novel experimental signatures at colliders. The decays of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\delta ^+$$\end{document}$, in fact, constitute a new mechanism for the production of sterile neutrino dark matter in the early Universe. An advantage of this mechanism is that the resulting relic density does not depend on the active-sterile mixing angle, allowing to satisfy the strong bounds derived from X-ray observations \[[@CR7]--[@CR9]\]. Besides, the charged scalar induces independent sources of leptogenesis that are effective at scales close to the electroweak scale. If the charged scalar mass were accessible at colliders, the present scenario for dark matter and baryogenesis would be testable in a direct way.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sect. [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"} we introduce the model and fix our notation. Section [3](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"} deals with dark matter production via the decays of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\delta ^+$$\end{document}$. We obtain, in particular, the dark matter relic density as a function of the parameters of the model. Baryogenesis via leptogenesis is discussed in Sect. [4](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"}. We examine two different ways to generate a lepton asymmetry, and outline the region of the parameter space that successfully realizes baryogenesis in each case. The most interesting experimental signatures of this model are discussed in Sect. [5](#Sec7){ref-type="sec"}. Section [6](#Sec10){ref-type="sec"} briefly elaborates on the flavour structure of the masses and Yukawa couplings of the model. We present our conclusions in Sect. [7](#Sec11){ref-type="sec"}.

The model {#Sec2}
=========

When gauge singlet chiral fermions $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$N_{Ri}$$\end{document}$ are added to the SM, they have in general a Majorana mass term and a Yukawa coupling to the SM lepton doublets,$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \fancyscript{L}_N&= \overline{N_{Ri}}i\gamma ^\mu \partial _\mu N_{Ri} \nonumber \\&+ \left[ -\frac{1}{2} \overline{(N_{Ri})^c} (M_N)_{ij} N_{Rj} -\overline{l_{L\alpha }} (y_\nu )_{\alpha i} N_{Ri} \tilde{H} +h.c.\!\right] \!.\nonumber \\ \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$When a scalar field $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$SU(2)$$\end{document}$ and with electromagnetic charge one, is added to the SM, it has in general, besides its gauge and self-interactions, a quartic coupling to the Higgs doublet and an antisymmetric Yukawa coupling to two lepton doublets,$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$N_{Ri}$$\end{document}$ and the charged scalar $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\delta ^+$$\end{document}$ are present, there is an additional Yukawa coupling involving the SM lepton singlets,$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \fancyscript{L}_{\delta N}= - \overline{(e_{R\alpha })^c} (y_R)_{\alpha i} N_{Ri} \delta ^+ + h.c. \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$These three terms, Eqs. ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""})--([3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}), plus the well-known SM ones, constitute the Lagrangian considered in this paper. It is the most general Lagrangian consistent with the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$SU(3)\times SU(2)\times U(1)$$\end{document}$ gauge symmetry and with the addition of the singlet fermions and the charged scalar. Without loss of generality, we adopt the basis where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$M_N$$\end{document}$ and the charged lepton mass matrix are real and diagonal. For our following discussion, the parameters of greater relevance are the masses of the singlet fermions ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$3\times 3$$\end{document}$ Yukawa matrices $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In this model active neutrino masses are not affected by the existence of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\delta ^+$$\end{document}$ and are obtained via the usual seesaw mechanism: $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$m_\nu \simeq y_\nu M_N^{-1} y^T_\nu v^2$$\end{document}$, with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$v\simeq 174$$\end{document}$ GeV. In Sect. [3](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"} we will identify the sterile neutrino $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$N_1$$\end{document}$ with a multi-keV dark matter candidate, with very small mixing angles with active neutrinos, corresponding to tiny neutrino Yukawa couplings, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$(y_\nu )_{\alpha 1}\lesssim 3\times 10^{-13}$$\end{document}$. These tiny couplings give rise to a lightest neutrino mass $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$m_\nu ^\mathrm {lightest}\lesssim 10^{-6}~\mathrm {eV}$$\end{document}$. The much larger solar and atmospheric neutrino mass scales are generated instead by the seesaw contribution of the two heavier sterile neutrinos, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$N_{2,3}$$\end{document}$. The active neutrino mass spectrum is thus hierarchical (either normal or inverted), with one neutrino remaining essentially massless.

The generation of the dark matter energy density and of the baryon asymmetry have been extensively studied in the context of the SM extended with sterile neutrinos only \[[@CR6]\]. The SM extension with sterile neutrinos and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\delta ^+$$\end{document}$ was considered in \[[@CR23]\]. It was shown that, taking the sterile neutrinos $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\delta ^+$$\end{document}$, one can generate the observed baryon asymmetry via leptogenesis, with no need to enhance resonantly the CP asymmetry.

We explore, instead, the possibility that the lightest singlet fermion, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$N_1$$\end{document}$, has a multi-keV mass, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$M_1 \ll M_{\delta }$$\end{document}$, and accounts for the observed dark matter density. In this framework, the existence of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\delta ^+$$\end{document}$ offers an alternative way of producing dark matter that has not been studied before in the literature. Moreover, we will show that this different mass spectrum is still compatible with the leptogenesis mechanism proposed in \[[@CR23]\] and, in addition, we will identify a different mechanism for leptogenesis in the presence of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$N_{2,3}$$\end{document}$-oscillations.
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===================================================================

In this model, the only particle that can play the role of dark matter is the lightest singlet fermion, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$N_{1}$$\end{document}$. It is important, therefore, to determine how it is produced in the early Universe and whether it can account for the observed dark matter density while respecting all other experimental constraints. In this section, after briefly reviewing the standard scenario for sterile neutrino dark matter, we propose a new mechanism for dark matter production via the decays of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\delta ^+$$\end{document}$, our model is described by the seesaw Lagrangian, Eq. ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}), and the region of the parameter space compatible with dark matter is the one of the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$N_1$$\end{document}$) with a mass at the keV scale, the dark matter particle, and two heavier singlets, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\theta ^2_1=\sum _{\alpha =e,\mu ,\tau } |(y_\nu )_{\alpha 1}|^2 v^2/M_1^2$$\end{document}$. Detailed numerical studies have shown that the observed dark matter density can be reproduced in two different cases \[[@CR6]\]. In the non-resonant case (also known as the Dodelson--Widrow mechanism \[[@CR1]\]), dark matter neutrinos are thermally and non-resonantly produced with a smooth distribution of momenta. This mechanism yields the minimal amount of dark matter that can be obtained for a given mass and mixing angle. For dark matter masses between $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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A crucial feature of Eq. ([10](#Equ10){ref-type=""}) is that, unlike the production in the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Regarding structure formation, the sterile neutrinos produced via $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We assume in the following that the decays of the charged scalars are the dominant source of sterile neutrinos, so that Eq. ([10](#Equ10){ref-type=""}) is satisfied. This will be the case in the absence of a large lepton asymmetry and for small mixing angles, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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On the other hand, several observables other than the baryon asymmetry put lower bounds on the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Let us show that the same mechanism of leptogenesis through $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Two important differences between our model and the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Dark matter indirect detection {#Sec8}
------------------------------

A multi-keV dark matter neutrino is inherently unstable and decays into three light neutrinos at tree-level ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\nu $$\end{document}$MSM, but it modifies the regions that are consistent with the dark matter constraint, allowing, in particular, for smaller mixing angles. This fact has important implications, as we show next.
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                \begin{document}$$3.5$$\end{document}$ keV has been reported from two independent data sets \[[@CR46], [@CR47]\]. Arguments in favour or against the dark matter decay interpretation of the signal can be found in \[[@CR48]--[@CR51]\]. If confirmed, that signal would provide compelling evidence for keV-scale dark matter and, in particular, for dark matter in the form of sterile neutrinos. Within that framework, the signal can be explained if $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\sin ^22\theta _1\simeq 5\times 10^{-11}$$\end{document}$. In the minimal scenario for sterile neutrino dark matter, where they are produced non-resonantly, such parameters lead to a relic density way below the range determined by cosmological observations. Thus, an additional source of sterile neutrinos is required. A simple possibility for that new source are the decays of the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$y_\nu $$\end{document}$ via mixing angles), opening new viable regions consistent with all bounds. Specifically, the freeze-in production of sterile neutrinos that we have examined in this paper enables to explain the tentative $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$3.5$$\end{document}$ keV line and to simultaneously account for the observed relic density, even in the absence of a large, primordial lepton asymmetry. If that line signal turns out to be spurious, X-ray observations will continue to be the main way in which the dark matter sector of this model can be tested in the foreseeable future.

Charged scalar searches at colliders {#Sec9}
------------------------------------

The singly-charged isosinglet scalar $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The standard experimental searches for charged scalars usually assume production and decay modes different from those above. For a singly-charged scalar $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$H^+$$\end{document}$, the decay channel into lepton plus missing energy has been analyzed, but only for an isodoublet produced from a top-bottom vertex, as in type II two-Higgs doublet models, allowing for an effective background reduction \[[@CR53], [@CR54]\]. Indeed, the signal over background ratio is significantly smaller in the case of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\delta ^+$$\end{document}$; an analysis of the cuts required to maximize the signal has been presented in section 5.2 of \[[@CR55]\].

Presently, it appears that the best way to constrain $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\delta ^+$$\end{document}$ and a right-handed slepton have the same gauge quantum numbers, when the latter is directly pair-produced and decays into a lepton and a light neutralino, it behaves very much as the former, and the same bounds apply to both particles. Recently, that setup was studied in the context of simplified supersymmetric models, for the case of a right-handed s-electron degenerate with a right-handed s-muon, decaying with branching ratio 100 % into electron and muon, respectively, plus missing energy \[[@CR56], [@CR57]\]. Assuming a similar efficiency for electron and muon detection and reducing the signal by a factor two, to take into account that the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Note, however, that these bounds apply as long as the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Flavour structure of the model {#Sec10}
==============================

We accomplished our goal of demonstrating that this model can account for dark matter, neutrino masses, and baryogenesis. That is, we have determined, in the previous sections, that there exist regions in the parameter space of the model where the masses of the new particles and their Yukawa couplings are such that these three issues are simultaneously explained. One may wonder, nonetheless, whether those values of the masses and Yukawa couplings have a generic flavour structure, or if they require a special tuning, indicating that some flavour symmetries are operative. Previous works along this line include \[[@CR59]--[@CR63]\], which focused on the generation of the keV scale in neutrino models, and on the flavour structure of the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\nu $$\end{document}$MSM. In this section, we do not aim to construct complete flavour models, but rather to recap the order of magnitude of the parameters needed phenomenologically, and to suggest some rationale to explain them.

In view of the hierarchical values of masses and couplings that are required for dark matter and leptogenesis, it is useful to describe the required flavour structure in terms of a $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In summary, the regions of parameters where our scenario is effective require a well-defined hierarchy of masses and couplings, that point to specific but relatively natural flavour structures, with no need of extreme tuning of parameters.

Conclusions {#Sec11}
===========

We have shown that, when the SM is extended with three sterile neutrinos $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The dark matter candidate in this scenario is the lightest sterile neutrino $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Neutrino masses are generated by a low scale seesaw mechanism involving the two heavier singlets, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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This lower bound on the leptogenesis scale was pointed out in \[[@CR33]\] and its exact value depends on various parameters, in particular the initial $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The asymmetry changes by an order one factor if $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Note that the seesaw lagrangian can violate $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We remark that most numerical studies in the literature assume that the lepton number violating rates mediated by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In principle these couplings can all be very small, possibly leading to dominant three-body decays into $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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<https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PAPERS/SUSY-2013-11/>.

The other way around, one could also enhance the hierarchy among the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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